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S . L . A . P. ! T h e 4 E s s e n t i a l To o l s
!
!
!
!

Sound: letters, syllables, words, patterns
Length: short, medium, long
Arrangement: use of page space
Punctuation: marks that separate written elements and

create meaning

Length, Arrangement, Punctuation = Syntax

T h e S . L . A . P. D a n c e
How Syntax Choreog raphs Sound
Syntax
(Arrangement of Words and Punctuation
for Functionality and Style)
Rhythm
Accentuation

(A Pattern of Sound that Affects
Tone and Mood)

Connect to Convey Meaning,
Cadence, and Tone
Three Components of Syntax: Length, Arrangement, Punctuation,

Sound Patter ns
!

Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key by Jack Gantos
! Wired tone of story created through series of long i sounds:

Grandma was born wired, and my dad, Carter Pigza, was born
wired, and I followed right behind them. It’s as if our family
tree looks like a set of high-voltage wires.

Length Matter s
! Two Sentence Sizes: Long And Short
! Short, Simple Sentences Create Choppy, Blunt Tones
! Long, Complex Sentences Must Be Carefully Constructed
So They Flow Gracefully

! In A Perfect World…
! Short and Long Sentences Coalesce Amicably on the Same Page
! Sound of a Word Finds Spotlight in a Short Sentence
! Pattern of Sound Shines in a Long Sentence

Syntax Exercise: Sentence Arrangement
“He was a year older that I, skinny, brown as a chocolate bar,
(comparative of
(adj) (simile that describes the subject)
an adjective)
his hair orange, his hazel eyes full of mischief and laughter.”
(adj)
(adj)
(adjective phrase)

He/She was __________________ than I, ______________________,
________________________________________________________,
his/her hair _______________________, his/her eyes ____________________.

Syntax Exercise: Punctuation
When I had waited a long time very
patiently without hearing him lie down I
resolved to open a little a very very little
crevice in the lantern so I opened it you
cannot imagine how stealthily stealthily
until at length a single dim ray like the
thread of a spider shot from out the
crevice and full upon the vulture eye
•
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•
•
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comma
period
exclamation point
question mark
dash

•
•
•
•

ellipses (…)
solon
semi-colon
italics

Edgar Allan Poe, “The Tell-Tale Heart”

